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Class-4
Subject- EVS
Note- attempt all the questions.
Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions .
Air is necessary for all the living organism the breathing air for the most important life
process called respiration .Without oxygen our body cannot use food animal and plants living
on land get air from the atmosphere while the aquatic plants and animal used air dissolved in
water the air which we breathe in is inhaled air and air which we breathe out is exhaled air.
a) What is respiration ?
b) from where land animal and aquatic animal get air ?
c) what do you mean by inhaled and exhaled air? Write some uses of air
D) what are herbivores? give some example.
E)what are carnivorous and give some example

E) what are omnivorous? and give some examples.
Read the passage carefully and answer the questions.
deficiency diseases are caused due to the lack of essential nutrient in diet .they can be
prevented by eating balance diet regularly. if the diet of the person is deficient in
carbohydrate it leads to lack of energy weakness tiredness and lethargy. if the person
consumes in sufficient amount of the protein for the long time ,he may suffer from the
Protein Energy Malnutrition (PEM).
a) what is deficiency disease?
b) how it can be prevented?
c) what happens when the person diet is deficient in Carbohydrate and Protein?
d) what is the full form of PEM?

Class- 4th
subject- maths
NOTE-attempt all the questions
.Write the numerical numeral for each of the following.
A) Four thousand eight hundred seventy
B) seven thousand three hundred six.
C) one thousand twenty six
D) Three thousand one
Write the number name for each of the following numerals.
A) 4687

B) 2826

C) 6380

D) 7513

Q1. write each of the following in the short form
a )5000+ 200+ 40 +3
b) 9000+ 400 +10+7

c) 4000+50+6
Question 5 -Compare the number in the each of the following pairs and write the
appropriate symbol <or >in each box.
a )603 .......360
d) 7129 ..........7219

b) 203 .........302

c) 999 ...........1001

e) 45 67 ...........4532 (f) 4032 .............4320

question 6 -tick the correct answer.
1 )The number which cannot be represented by Roman numerals is
a) 0
b) 11
c) 99
d) none of these
2. the Roman numerals for 8 is
a) llX
b) lX
c) Vll
d) none of these
3.In Roman numerals X can be used at most
a)1times
b) 2times
c) 3times
d) 4times
4)The Roman numerals that represent 100 is
a) L
b) C

c) D
d) M
Question 7-There are the 2576 and 1894 girls studying in the school .What is the total
number of people in the school?
Question 8-Learn and Write the table from 11 to 20

Home assignment
subject -English
Class -4

